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Shopping Cart Elite is for companies who are dissatisfied with the limitation of 
their shopping cart. It is an ecommerce solution that completely automates 
your online business. Unlike the majority of shopping carts on the market, they 
have created a software that doesn't require you to have a bunch of third party 
apps in order to have automation, marketing and SEO tools for your online 
business.

We were looking for a solution to bring our cloud-based windows software 
client into a virtualized environment to create a beautiful and most importantly 
functional HTML5 experience.

We demoed different solutions but all of them lacked both the user experience 
that we demanded and the commitment from the leadership to support it 
after it was enhanced.

Matt, CEO of V2 Cloud and his team worked with us until we were satisfied with 
the user experience. They also continued innovating the solution beyond our 
imagination.

We believe that V2 Cloud is the only solution on the market that is capable of 
creating a true web based experience for a windows application.
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SHOPPING CART ELITE
SUCCESS STORY WITH V2 CLOUD

Igor Shoshkin
CEO, Shopping Cart Elite
V2 Cloud client since February 2015
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V2 CLOUDABOUT

V2 Cloud WorkSpaces is a fully managed desktop as a service offering that 
enables you to securely access data, business applications, documents and 
other resources from anywhere on any device. 

For Small & Medium-Sized Businesses, we securely host your cloud-based 
desktops so they are always optimal and accessible. Everything is automatically 
backed-up every day and you have full admin control. V2 Cloud WorkSpaces 
features a multi-user windows operating system with Microsoft Office and all 
your business applications that you, your employees and consultants can access 
from any computer, phone or tablet anywhere around the globe.

Don’t want to host your data on V2 Cloud?  No Problem! Simply license our 
remote access software and have your data on any other Cloud provider such 
as Microsoft Azure, Amazon AWS or Google Cloud Platform.

For Software Vendors, we host your desktop applications on V2 Cloud and 
stream it directly to your users’ web browser. You can have a Cloud version of 
your software without having to write any code. This makes it easy for you to 
leverage subscription-based model instead of perpetual licenses.

V2 Cloud Solutions, Inc.
Montreal (QC)  Newark (DE) 

General Inquiry: info@v2cloud.com

Sales/Partnerships:  Sales@v2cloud.com

Phone:   +1 (866) 807-7155

Follow us on 
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